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How do I create? 

3rd Key - Create. . . unlocks the door to ACTUALIZATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are 2 methods we use to create.  One way is to be inspired with an original thought or stream of 

information. This originates from the greater part of our being, our super consciousness. This process 

is called INSPIRATION. 

The other way you create is to become aware of the elements in your environment. You will use this 

ability to gather seemly related or unrelated elements and pieces of information and then bring them 

together to create. This process is called INNOVATION. 

Both of these creative abilities can be referred to as alchemy, changing something from what it is, to 

creating something new. Example: Change your beliefs from “dealing with life, to creating your life.” 

Many inspired writings refer to us as being co-creators of our life. We and the higher source of who we 

are connected to (God), create our lives either unconsciously or consciously. Create is the ability to 

actualize something new; learning this knowledge and developing our skills of this Key aligns us to 

become a co-creator of our destiny.  

 

 

Knowledge/ Integration  Skills/ Application 

Discover    AWARENESS  

Believe    ACCEPTANCE 

Create    ACTUALIZATION 

Live     AUTHENTICITY 

Objective:   To bring seemingly unrelated pieces of information 

together in a common arena fosters the energy of creativity. You will be 

bringing together elements, factions, and perspectives that comprise the 

synergy of manifestation. We want you to know that it is a natural 

human process to immediately go to the TO DO list, or activities or 

actions to accomplish a goal. In this module, you are learning how to 

create from the energy of a Vision. Therefore, the process needs to be 

done in reverse of normal activities. “First see the fire, then strike the 

match.”  In order to get out of left brain logic (the TO DO’s), you must go 

to right brain to access your creativity. Goals are left brain, Vision and 

creativity are right brain. Now you will have fun and play again – right 

brain likes to play. Watch Module 3 Video: 3rd Key - Create 
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STAR Power 

 

Look at your top 5 Core Passion® Codes (in profile report). Place each Code where you sense it should 

go on a point of the STAR. Each point has meaning and even though you don’t know yet what it means, 

your intuition does! (If you have 6 top Codes, place the 6th Code on the STAR wherever it feels right.)   

 

 

___________________ 

 

 

 

__________________                              ___________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________        ________________________  

Objective:   Our objective is to engage your intuition, the right brain, to give you intuitive 

answers to very important questions. This exercise is designed to be fun, playful, insightful, 

and extremely powerful.   Watch Module 3 Video – STAR Power 
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Connecting to the STAR Points of Power  

Believe 

Core Connection 

 

 

Giving         Receiving 

Sharing         Allowing 

 

 

 

 

 

Future         Past Use 

Walking into 

 

 

 

Objective:   Your intuitive right brain has provided logic to your practical left brain. This 

exercise becomes very important for the left brain to begin to trust the right brain that it 

really does know the answers to powerful questions. The left brain gets the Ah Ha’s and 

believes they can work together. It’s magic! 

1. Believe – This is a key point to know that your belief begins with this Code. 
Everything you do gets processed through this code first. It is at the Core. 

2. Giving/Sharing – This Code you sense and do naturally as you interact with others.  
3. Receiving/Allowing – This can be the most challenging point. It is difficult for you to 

receive this – usually you are giving it.  
4. Past Use – This Code has been your default, something you have always relied on. 

This is where you go. A Code on this point doesn’t mean you won’t use it anymore, 
it means you will use it differently than you have in the past.  

5. Future/Walking into – this is what you are developing – a new energy you will use 
as you move into 2016.  

Continue watching Module 3 Video – STAR Power 
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What roles will my Codes take in 2016? 

Roles of My Codes 

    

What is the roles of your top 5 Core Passion® Codes in creating your Vision? List a word or phrase that 

describes the role to your Codes in relationship to where they are on the points of your STAR. 

Example:   I believe I am creative, clear and confident in who I am and what I do (Recognition)!  

 

I believe I am  

I give/share  

I am receiving/allowing   

In the past I have relied on  

I am stepping into  

  

Objective:   The objective of the Roles of my Codes is to put words 

to the Codes in the perspective of the points on the STAR. As you 

learn the art and science of manifestation, the purpose of this 

exercise is to start building a language to empower you to 

communicate with others and with your inner self.  

Watch Module 3 Video – Roles of My Codes 
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What are the messages from my collage?        

Messages from My Vision Collage 

 

                           

Messages from my collage. . .  

What I see: 

What others see (ask a friend): 

What do I believe? 

  

Objective:   The objective of this exercise is to anchor what your 

intuition has prompted you to become aware of with the pictures, 

symbols and colors you have placed on your collage. Here again you 

are building a trust between the left brain and the right brain by 

taking intuitive messages from your right brain(collage) and applying 

logic and application for the left brain to use in creating your Vision 

and Action Plan. This again builds a balance between the left and 

right brain as they learn to work together to create their new reality.  
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How do I decode my collage?  

Core Passion® Vision Collage Decoder 

 

Directions to decode your Vision Collage: 

Cut 4 strings of red yarn (about 6 feet each). Tie around the collage to create 9 windows. If this was a 

house, how would you get in? Which side would you enter, where is the front door? 

After you’ve decided where the front is, look at the Vision Collage Decoder on the next page. Place the 

map in position with the front door. Now look at your Vision Collage with new perspective based on 

each window of the Decoder.  

We encourage you to frame your Vision Collage and hang it where you will see it every day. By framing 

it, you are investing in your future by giving it value and a solid foundation for your Vision. (Frames can 

be purchased at craft stores.) 

 

  

“It is through symbols that man 
consciously or unconsciously 
lives, works and has his being.” 

~Thomas Carlyle  
 

Objective:   The purpose of the Decoder is to dissect the collage with a very old Chinese System 

known as the Bagua. This system has been used for thousands of years to help us understand the 

energy and the message of spaces in our environment.  Your Collage has become the environment 

of your Vision. By using this Bagua process, you will better understand why your intuition has 

placed certain pictures and symbols in the definite areas on your Collage. Everything has a 

purpose and meaning. Soon you will understand what you already knew. Creativity and logic (left 

and right brain). Watch Module 3 Video – Vision Collage Decoder 

 

 

 

 

http://quote.robertgenn.com/auth_search.php?authid=1139
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Core Passion® Vision Collage Decoder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FRONT DOOR ENTRY 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Wealth 
Purple 

Hip 

Fame/ 
Reputation 

Red 
Eyes 

Partnerships 
Pink 

Abdomen 

Family 
Green 

Feet 

Health 
Yellow 

Children/ 
Creativity 

White 

Mouth 

Knowledge 
Blue 

Hands 

Career 
Black 
Ears 

Helpful 
People 

Grey 
Head 
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How do I integrate and apply the Actualization? 

Create – putting the elements together 

 

This is where the fun part happens. If you let the “child” in you come out and play, you can really enjoy 

this Key. Together we have developed a puzzle for you to assemble. There are several elements you 

will be using to create a clear picture of your vision. (First see the Fire, then strike the match.) 

Remember you are playing with innovation and alchemy, creating something new! In this Key you are 

creating a picture or vision of who you are and what you want. 

The elements of the puzzle you will be playing with are:  

 Who I am – Core Passion® Codes, Power Number 

 What drives me – Roles of the Codes (STAR) 

 What I want – Vision of My Future meditation, Focus for My Vision (Focus 4), Vision Collage, 

Feelings 
 

Now it’s time to put the puzzle together. Your mission is to put into your Vision the elements you 

desire to accomplish in 2016. Your Vision will be driven by the Core Passion® energy that has always 

driven you. Using the Core Passion® System, you will create your Destiny. Use the I Create My Vision 

Template on the next page to put the elements together. 

Here is an example of how I am creating my Vision for 2016 (Wes): 

I am a confident (Recognition) leader, working with seekers to empower them to become more 

confident with expressing who they really are. I am accepting my power (Service) to influence, 

teach, and empower all who are ready to learn the art and science of manifesting. I am 

connecting creative ideas (Creativity) to achieve practical results (Mastership). I continue to 

expand my knowledge and skills (Recognition) as I listen to my inner spirit for guidance. I am 

passionate to share the wisdom I have learned so others can manifest their dreams. 

Note* The words and phrases highlighted in red are energy words pulled from his awareness of 

connecting to his Core Passion® Codes. This is the core energy he will use throughout this year to 

accomplish his Vision. 

Objective:   The objective is to use the information from many different sources of who you are 

and what you want that you’ve accumulated from the right brain creativity and left brain logic 

and strategies. The secret of creating is merging these two power sources (left and right brain) 

together by valuing and utilizing all the information that has been accumulated. Following the 

instructions on this page and creating a paragraph about your Vision starts the magic of 

actualization. Write the 2nd draft of your Vision.  

Watch Module 3 Video – Putting the Elements Together 
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I Create My Vision Template: 

 
Use any or all of these elements to write and develop the 2nd draft of your Vision as if it has already 
happened. 

 

Who I am 
 Use any words and phrases you resonate with in your top 5 Core Passion® Codes  
 Your Power Number is your identity, use words to describe who you are 

What drives me    
Roles of My Codes STAR (use any of these CP Code energies) 

 I believe I am _______________________________________________ 

 In the past I have relied on ____________________________________ 

 I give/share ________________________________________________ 

 I am receiving/allowing  ______________________________________ 

 I am stepping into ___________________________________________ 

What I want    
 You can use any information you received in your Vision of my Future meditation  

 Use the word from the Focus 4 about what you want and how you feel 

 Implement information you gleaned from studying your collage before and after you decoded 

the information 

 How you want to feel when you accomplished your Vision 

 
 

 

 

In Module 4, we will create mindful actions to accomplish your Vision with your intention of being in 

the flow of your natural timing and alignment with your personal and global time lines.  
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Creating My Vision  

 

 

My Vision for 2016 (2nd draft): 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you’ve finished with the 2nd draft of your Vision, you’re ready for the 

final Module. Print out Module 4. 

 

The Adventure continues. . . 


